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the lamb shift experiment1 was a landmark in 20th-century 
physics. lamb devised an experiment that would be 

a crucial test of and provide the stimulus for renormalized 
quantum field theory. the experiments of lamb and his 
students grounded quantum field theory in experimental 
reality and was instrumental in the emergence of quantum 
electrodynamics as the most accurate theory we have today. 
willis lamb received a nobel Prize for this achievement 
and continued to make fundamental contributions in many 
fields. in the words of schweber2, “[lamb] is one of the last 
physicists who could master the whole of physics.” moreover, 
his contributions were both in experiment and theory and 
laid the foundation for new fields of research from nuclear 
physics (the lamb-mössbauer effect) to laser physics (the 
quantum theory of the laser) and laser spectroscopy (the 
lamb dip).

willis was born on july 12, 1913, in los angeles, california, 
to willis eugene lamb from minnesota and marie metcalf 
lamb from nebraska. his father was a telephone electrical 
engineer and his mother an alumna of stanford university. 
willis attended schools in or near los angeles until gradu-
ating from high school. while he excelled in his studies, 
especially those involving science, the picture of his school 
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years paralleled those of so many of his contemporaries. willis 
rode a bike or walked the substantial distance of 2 miles to 
the various schools he attended. he studied latin and the 
classics but preferred math and science to english and history. 
on the way home willis and his brothers, john and Perry, 
often stopped off at the los angeles Public library. willis 
was born with a serious eye problem that would remain with 
him his whole life, preventing him from playing sports but 
not keeping him from becoming an avid reader.

in high school willis was one of about 30 students who 
played simultaneously against the world-famous russian chess 
master alexander alekhine. he was one of the few who won. 
in 1933 he played at the world’s fair, taking second place in 
the fair’s intercollegiate chess tournament. he then won the 
rapid-transit match in which one does not have the benefit 
of time to allow the plotting of the next move.

in 1930 willis finished high school and enrolled at the 
university of california, berkeley. at about $60 per month 
for tuition and living expenses it was more affordable than 
caltech or stanford. at berkeley he majored in chemistry. 
at the time the chemistry degree required no liberal arts 
classes, but one was required to learn scientific German. he 
graduated four years later with the highest honors.

in graduate school willis chose to study theoretical physics. 
although he had several offers, he remained at berkeley so 
he could return home to los angeles frequently where the 
room and board were free. during the summers he traveled 
to different summer schools: in 1935 to ann arbor and 
during 1936-1938 to stanford. it was at ann arbor where 
lamb first met robert oppenheimer. according to lamb, 
“one day he was coming down the stairs and i was going up 
the stairs; he stopped me and said, ‘i understand you want 
to work with us.’ in some way oppenheimer was able to tell 
it was me without my having said anything to him. i was just 
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planning to show up in his classes and go on from there.” 
such was a new beginning, with lamb to become one of 
the 25 graduate students to eventually obtain degrees under 
oppenheimer.

in graduate school willis met many notable scientists, 
enrico fermi, isaac rabi, edward teller, and j. h. Van Vleck, 
to name a few. lamb did not always have an interest in the 
same research subjects oppenheimer was pursuing. he was 
mainly focused on aspects of quantum physics. as a graduate 
student he traveled widely, following his thesis adviser on 
a sort of annual migration from berkeley to caltech and 
making use of a desk at the norman bridge laboratory in 
Pasadena. in 1938 lamb got his Ph.d. for research, which 
he published with leonard schiff who was then a professor 
at stanford.

his most famous early paper concerned what became 
known as the lamb-mössbauer effect. in 1939 he developed 
a theory of γ-ray emission following the resonant capture 
of slow neutrons by nuclei locked in a crystal lattice. after 
experimentally discovering recoilless γ-radiation, mössbauer 
explained his observations by extending the work of lamb to 
the case of γ-ray resonant absorption in crystals and discussed 
the debye-waller factors and the condition for recoilless 
radiation events. lamb anticipated recoil free nuclear transi-
tions long before they were observed.

in 1939 willis married ursula schaefer, a German expa-
triate from berlin, and moved to columbia as an instructor 
of physics. ursula had become a refugee after distributing 
pamphlets denouncing the nazis and was forced to flee 
Germany. marrying a German at the onset of world war ii 
was not without problems. first, lamb was forced to hand 
over his shortwave radio. he was also forbidden to walk 
on beaches. the government feared that he might contact 
German submarines.
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world war ii was on when lamb got a call from oppen-
heimer, who invited him to join the growing team in new 
mexico. he was somewhat aware of what was going on with 
the hushed project at los alamos, and he chose instead to 
contribute to the war effort by conducting research in radar. 
it turned out to be a good decision.

during the war, willis worked on radar at columbia. 
the microwave expertise he developed there, together with 
his excellent understanding of quantum mechanics, allowed 
him to carry out his famous lamb shift measurements in 
hydrogen. the essence of the lamb shift is the small but 
important energy difference between the 2S and 2P levels in 
hydrogen atoms. according to the relativistic wave equation 
of dirac these levels3 have exactly the same energy and hence 
something new was needed. the experiment consisted of 
observing directly, for the first time, the microwave induced 
transitions from the 2S to the 2P state. in fact, due to the 
virtual emission and reabsorption of photons, or alternatively 
due to vacuum fluctuations as we discuss below, the electron 
is not really a point particle. it is smeared out a bit and the 
2S level is around 1000 mhz higher in energy (less tightly 
bound) than is an electron in the 2P level.

as mentioned earlier, attempts in the 1930s to calculate 
such vacuum-induced radiative corrections were frustrated 
as they predicted infinite level shifts. however, the beautiful 
experiments of lamb and retherford provided the stimulus 
for renormalized quantum field theory that has been so 
successful in providing excellent agreement with measure-
ment.

on lamb’s 65th birthday, freeman dyson wrote, “those 
years, when the lamb shift was the central theme of physics, 
were golden years for all the physicists of my generation. you 
were the first to see that this tiny shift, so elusive and hard 
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to measure, would clarify in a fundamental way our thinking 
about particles and fields.”

shortly after the experimental results were announced, 
in 19��, bethe published in the Physical Review a simple 
nonrelativistic calculation in good qualitative agreement with 
experiment. it used the suggestion of Kramers, for subtracting 
off infinities. this was extended by Kroll, and lamb, and 
french, and weisskopf to a full relativistic theory in quan-
titative agreement with experiments. these fully relativistic 
Qed (Quantum electrodynamics) calculations provided a 
more satisfactory and quantitative treatment of the effect.

it should be emphasized that lamb’s previous studies 
of deviations from coulomb’s law led him to do his famous 
experiment. the notion that the 2S1/2 and 2P1/2 levels were 
slightly shifted was “in the air” in the 1930s and 19�0s. several 
workers had suggested that there seemed be such a shift, but 
why waste time chasing down experimental dirt effects?

lamb knew of the confusion surrounding these previous 
experimental studies, but he also knew why this was an 
important experimental issue. in a 19�6 progress report on 
his experiments he says,

the hydrogen atom is the simplest one in existence, and the only one for 
which essentially exact theoretical calculations can be made on the basis of 
the fairly well confirmed coulomb law of interaction and the dirac equa-
tion for an electron. such refinements as the motion of the proton and 
magnetic interaction with the spin of the proton are taken into account in 
rather good approximate fashion. nevertheless, the experimental situation 
at present is such that the observed spectrum of the hydrogen atom does 
not provide a very critical test either of the theory or of the coulomb’s law 
of interaction between two point changes. a critical test would be obtained 
from a measurement of the fine structure of the η = 2 quantum state.

we have in Professor lamb’s famous experimental-theo-
retical accomplishments an excellent example of how a master 
marshals his resources and tools to outstanding advantage. 
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first of all he had a long interest (beginning with his thesis 
research) in deviations from coulomb’s law. he knew atomic 
spectroscopy and was aware of the possible existence of a 
2S–2P level shift. he knew microwave engineering from his 
radar work and figured out how to use these new tools to do 
precision spectroscopy on the 2S state of hydrogen.

lamb received the nobel Prize for his work in 1955. the 
presentation speech was by Prof. i. waller, who said,�

it does not often happen that experimental discoveries exert an influence 
on physics as strong and invigorating as did your work. your discoveries 
led to a re-evaluation and a reshaping of the theory of the interaction of 
electrons and electromagnetic radiation, thus initiating a development of 
utmost importance to many of the basic concepts of physics, a development 
the end of which is not yet in sight.

willis described his relation with oppenheimer as “strong,” 
and he had the highest regard for him. however, oppen-
heimer was not always easy to get along with; witness the 
story lamb tells of meeting max born, oppenheimer’s thesis 
adviser. lamb introduced himself to born as his “grandson,” 
to which born replied, “not likely.” willis explained that 
born was his grandfather since oppenheimer was his thesis 
father. born, who had his own problems with oppenheimer, 
then said: “well, i wouldn’t brag about that.”

after his beautiful experimental and theoretical work, 
lamb was awarded tenure at columbia but only as an assis-
tant professor. according to norman ramsey, rabi thought 
he was hiring the next Paul dirac when in fact he was hiring 
a young enrico fermi.

in the early 1950s willis and ursula moved to stanford. 
both repulsive and attractive forces figured in the move. 
columbia finally promoted him to full professor in 19�8, 
but they should have done so earlier. willis always felt that 
rabi could have been more supportive, although in the end 
they parted friends. moving to stanford was a semihome-
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coming. there was a joint berkeley-stanford seminar led by 
oppenheimer and felix bloch from lamb’s graduate school 
days. willis had also spent several summers at stanford and 
his thesis (on electromagnetic properties of nuclei) derived 
from a stanford visit. in fact, it was at stanford that lamb 
first met rabi. so it was understandable that with bloch in 
residence, his good friend leonard schiff, who was also an 
oppenheimer student, was able to lure him to stanford. there 
he had excellent students, including theodore maiman, who 
built the first laser.

unfortunately, ursula could not find suitable employment 
in california, and their dissatisfaction resulted in leaving 
for oxford university. the years at oxford, 1956-1962, were 
very productive. lamb pioneered the use of density matrix 
techniques to treat the atoms and molecules in lasers and 
masers. their use is commonplace nowadays, but it was new 
then. it was at oxford that he wrote his famous “theory of 
optical masers” paper (196�) based on work begun at stan-
ford. it was followed by a series of papers published while 
he was at oxford, yale, and arizona.

one consequence of this work was “lamb dip”5 spec-
troscopy, which willis would joke should not be confused 
with sheep dip. this was a powerful advance in spectroscopy 
because the radiative line widths of gas samples are usually 
masked by much larger doppler broadening. the most 
important aspect of lamb’s theory, however, is the sound 
foundation it provides for laser physics.

at oxford, willis was the wykeham Professor of Physics. 
he enjoyed his time there, but he couldn’t do experiments. 
he was chair professor of theoretical physics but didn’t have 
any (not one!) doctoral students. in some ways there was a 
mismatch between lamb and oxford. nonetheless, willis 
always spoke fondly of his time in the u.K.; but when he 
got an offer from yale, they left oxford. the yale physics 
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department in the 1960s was excellent by any measure. the 
university hired columbia physicist Vernon hughes who 
hired lamb and the physics community nicknamed yale 
“columbia on the housatonic” (river). other luminaries 
were lars onsager, Gregory breit, and john bardeen who 
was there on sabbatical.

willis had received the nobel Prize only a few years 
before and had been elected to membership in the national 
academy of sciences in 195�; he was in his prime. he had 
large experimental and theoretical efforts and was teaching 
a popular course in advanced quantum mechanics. during 
this period, he finished and published his classic laser theory 
paper, which is his most highly cited paper. willis lamb 
was a transformational hire. People and labs were moved to 
make room for his efforts. if he moved into your space, you 
were said to have been lamb shifted. if you were displaced 
by someone who was displaced by lamb, it was said that you 
experienced a second-order lamb shift.

he had a razor wit that he would apply to students and 
colleagues equally, for example,

Student: Professor lamb, i would like to work with you.
Lamb: sorry, i don’t take first year students.
Student: but i have special qualifications.
Lamb: then i would be interested since i have so few quali-
fications myself.

the student got the job—willis’s prized chutzpah. 

as an example of willis’s baiting professorial 
colleagues: 

lamb to a senior professor (from oxford): this is our new paper on the 
quantum theory of the laser. there are some mistakes in it but none of them 
will bother you; they are all conceptual.
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he cared deeply for his students, often calling them his 
children. he would spend long hours with his students solving 
a problem and long days writing up the solution. he found 
important positions for his people at, for example, yale, 
mit, and bell labs, among others, and he took an active 
role in mentoring them through to tenure. for example, he 
advised one of his protégés who wanted to move west not to 
leave until he was promoted and could move there as a full 
professor. willis was always generous with and protective of 
his students, but he had a bit of a temper.

yale was lamb’s second golden era. however, ursula still 
didn’t have a faculty position. he was unhappy about that 
and had serious midlife problems that were causing him 
to strain his yale moorings. arizona was just around the 
bend. the move to arizona was, as in the case of stanford, 
a combination of attractive and repulsive forces. in order to 
put into perspective this very human side of willis’s life, we 
mention a few more things about his wife, ursula. 

ursula schaefer was the granddaughter of august hein-
rich hoffmann, who wrote the lyrics of what became the 
German national anthem, “deutschland Über alles.” as 
ursula explained, hoffmann was writing for austria, but his 
lyrics were later appropriated by the nazis. the irony is that 
ursula was very much against the nazi movement and was 
forced to leave Germany because of her opposition. willis 
was supportive of ursula’s political views and deeply devoted 
to her. nevertheless, at some point in the late 1960s they 
separated. when they reunited a few years later, willis was 
more determined than ever to help make ursula’s career the 
success that he knew that it should be. the problem was the 
glass ceiling that she constantly ran into. the university of 
arizona succeeded in recruiting willis to its faculty by first 
offering ursula a faculty position in its history department 
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with whose interests her expertise in colonial spanish history 
was very much in keeping.

Peter franken’s paraphrased tribute6 to willis on the 
occasion of his 65th birthday is on target.

around 19�2 i was approached by marlan scully, who had fairly recently 
gone to the university of arizona from mit, about the possibility of suc-
ceeding aden meinel as director of the optical sciences center. i was 
flattered by the suggestion …[and] … we decided to go. an offer was also 
outstanding then to willis and ursula, as well as to bill wing, stu ryan, and 
Keith macadam—the whole yale flock. so i had some work cut out for me 
to persuade willis that this could finally be a sensible lamb shift. it really 
wasn’t too hard to sell, particularly since marlan, steve jacobs, and others 
had done a lot of the preparation.

lamb’s research interests in those days focused on a 
combination of laser physics, statistical mechanics, and 
quantum mechanics. for example, he worked on aspects of 
laser gyros and other applications of his classic laser theory 
and was also involved in the application of the quantum 
theory of the laser techniques to the foundations of statistical 
mechanics. furthermore, it was at this time that he wrote the 
Laser Physics textbook (19��) with sargent and scully.

he was also interested in many aspects of quantum 
mechanics, for example, the issue of gauge in quantum 
mechanics as concerns the interaction hamilton used in 
his original level-shift papers. there he gives a discussion 
pointing out that the electric field treatment worked better 
than the vector potential treatment when applied in a naive 
fashion. but this is strange since the two differ essentially 
by a gauge transformation. it was often stated that it was 
curious that although gauge invariance is well established in 
quantum mechanics, in this famous problem there seemed 
to be a difficulty at a very elementary level. this problem 
was among the problems that willis and his coworkers sorted 
out during those years.
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he also focused on the questions of the foundations of 
quantum mechanics and in particular the interface between 
the classical and quantum world. on the one hand he 
was interested in ways of motivating and developing the 
schrödinger equation and on the other hand he was inter-
ested in the philosophy of quantum mechanics, especially the 
quantum theory of radiation. as was noted in the beginning 
of this biography, willis was one of the founders of modern 
quantum electrodynamics. however, he often felt that the 
textbook approach to the subject didn’t serve the students 
well. for example, he did not believe that the picture of 
the photon as a fuzzy ball was useful and wrote articles in 
which he emphasized that many of the phenomena thought 
to imply and motivate the existence of photons, such as the 
photoelectric effect, could in the main be explained with a 
semiclassical theory of light and a quantum theory of matter. 
the photon issue became something of a touchy point with 
willis. he jokingly, and sometimes not so jokingly, would often 
insist that people should have to have a license to use the 
word “photon” and he would not hand out very many written 
licenses. an exception was, for example, ivo birula, who got 
a license signed by willis lamb and marlan scully.

an interesting final development in willis’s career and 
life style was his strong connection with Germany in general 
and the university of ulm in particular. there he took a 
humboldt many years running in the group of Prof. wolf-
gang schleich, who was a grand-student of willis’s. there 
was a lot of good fun and camaraderie between willis and 
the ulm group. he would show up early in the morning and 
work until late in the day, always interacting with people and 
making useful observations and contributions.
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it is fitting then, that we should conclude with the words 
of the famous Viennese physicist Victor weisskopf:�

we have too few people of your kind around. Physics is full of specialists, 
experts and mathematical virtuosos. you are one of the few who are differ-
ent. you must go on helping all of us to make physics become what it really 
should be, a deeper insight into nature. i could have said that your physics 
is like physics was in the old days. in truth however, physics never was what 
it was supposed to be in the old days except in the minds of very few and 
some of them still exist and you belong to them.
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